Investigation of performance of aluminum doped carbon nanotube (8, 0) as adequate catalyst to oxygen reduction reaction.
The discovery of novel nano-catalysts to oxygen reduction reaction with high performance due to various application of fuel cells is very important. In present study the potential of aluminum doped carbon nanotube (8, 0) to oxygen reduction reaction in acidic condition was examined through theoretical models. The possible paths to oxygen reduction reaction on Al2-CNT (8, 0) surfaces were investigated and optimal path was identified from thermodynamic standpoint. Results indicated that the Al2-CNT (8, 0) catalyzed the oxygen reduction reaction through the Eley-Rideal and Langmuir-Hinshelwood mechanisms. The Al2-CNT (8, 0) catalyst has much better methanol and CO tolerance than platinum-based catalysts. In this study, the overpotential value of oxygen reduction reaction on aluminum doped carbon nanotube (8, 0) surface (ca 0.38 V) is lower than corresponding values on platinum-based catalysts (ca 0.45 V). Finally, results demonstrated that the Al2-CNT (8, 0) can be proposed as efficiency catalyst to oxygen reduction reaction.